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I. SALUTATION

Excellencies,

• Chair of C20 Indonesia, Mr. Sugeng Bahagijo;
• Sherpa of C20 Indonesia, Mr. Ah Maftuchan;
• Distinguished Coordinators of C20 Working Groups and Participants.

Good afternoon,

• First of all, I would like to convey an apologize that Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of Indonesia, H.E. Mr. Arifin Tasrif was unable to attend this prestigious event due to urgent state duties, and his excellency expressed his appreciation to C20 for organizing this prestigious event excellently. Please allow me, on behalf of Minister Arifin Tasrif, to participate in this meeting.

• It is indeed a great pleasure for me to participate in “C20 (Civil 20) Summit 2022”. My deepest appreciation to Civil20 (C20) as one of engagement groups in the G20 who has committed to the success of Indonesia’s G20 presidency by delivering recommendations about the significance of just energy transitions, and for reiterating that we need not only clean but also just energy transitions as well as countering corruption in the energy transition.

II. CONTENTS OF SPEECH

Distinguished Participants, Ladies and Gentlemen

• Energy transition is the key to enable sustainable development and improving climate resilience. Therefore, G20 Indonesia’s Presidency has set three priority areas of energy transitions that consists of securing
energy accessibility; scaling up smart and clean energy technology; and advancing energy financing. The G20 Energy Transitions Ministerial Meeting has agreed on several actions among others:

1. The G20 strives to close the gaps in energy access as well as to eradicate energy poverty. We will improve access to affordable, reliable, sustainable, and modern energy, recognizing that ensuring such access is a basic human need, including for the most vulnerable populations and displaced people. We acknowledge the range of pathways to improve energy access, such as providing solutions in clean cooking and electricity with a modern energy minimum requirement as well as developing regional interconnectivity.

2. We commit to promote and invest in clean, safe, sustainable technologies and approaches which may include energy efficiency measures and different types of renewables, other zero and low emission technologies, including abatement technologies as well as removal technologies, taking into account national circumstances and in accordance with the availability of resources.

3. We will boost clean energy investment and financial flows, particularly for developing countries in accelerating energy transitions. In this regard, we support energy sector actions for unlocking and improving inclusive investments, including in upstream, through strengthening project pipelines, enhancing policy and regulatory frameworks including de-risking mechanisms, preparing high-quality bankable projects, and streamlining approvals.

- In September 2022, the G20 Energy Transitions Working Group (ETWG) and the Energy Transitions Ministerial Meeting (ETMM) reached an agreement to endorse Bali Compact. The Compact sets out nine voluntary principles for accelerating clean, sustainable, just, affordable, and inclusive energy transitions to ensure smooth and effective transitions in accordance with national circumstances and priorities. The principles of Bali Compact covers:

  1. Strengthening confidence and clarity in national planning, implementation and review.
  2. Enhancing energy security, markets stability and affordability.
  3. Securing resilient, sustainable and reliable energy supply, infrastructure, and systems.
  4. Boosting energy efficiency measures.
5. Diversifying energy systems and mixes as well as lowering emissions from all energy sources.
6. Catalyzing sustainable inclusive investments at scale for moving towards low or net zero emissions energy systems.
7. Collaborating on mobilizing all sources of finance to help achieve the goals of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the Paris Agreement.
8. Scaling up innovative, affordable, smart, low and net zero emissions technologies.
9. Building and strengthening innovation ecosystems to boost research, development, demonstration, dissemination, and deployment.

- **In response on the C20 recommendation on just energy transition**, I would like to underline the agreed commitment by G20 ETWG and ETMM, as follows:

  1. Accelerating energy transitions should include a wide range of options towards low emissions development to achieve net zero GHG emissions or carbon neutrality, in line with the UNFCCC and the Paris Agreement.

  2. G20 Presidency issued Bali Energy Transition Roadmap, one of the actions is G20 adopt key principles and guidelines for just and inclusive energy transitions with a view to identify priority actions for the G20 on the following priority areas:
      a. Employment and jobs, social and economic development and engaging the people in the transitions
      b. Gender equality and behavioral aspects and quality of life
      c. Eliminating energy poverty and integrating younger generations in decision making.

  3. The G20 Energy Ministers will realize a future-proof and secure energy systems capable to withstand shocks and uncertainty, by strengthening supply chains including critical minerals and materials; enhancing resilience; and promoting inclusive investments to meet growing energy demand, in line with our sustainable development and climate goals. We recognize that advancing energy security reinforces our agenda to accelerate and ensure just, inclusive, affordable, and viable energy transitions.
• **For countering corruption in the energy transition**, we emphasize on the needs of active role of related Audit and Supervisory Institution, including Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK), Supreme Audit Institution (BPK), Finance and Development Supervisory Agency (BPKP) as well as civil society, in encouraging the Government to abide by the net zero emission commitment, as well as collaborative actions of ministry and other related stakeholders in enhancing the accountability and transparency of the Government's programs related to the implementation of energy transition, especially on the policies.

• Those intitutions have an important role such as ensuring the consistent implementation of Net Zero Emission program which accountable and transparent; providing concrete policy recommendations; improving the performance and accountability of public sector institutions (the effectiveness of programs and policies).

• Collaborative actions of ministry and other related stakeholders to support energy transition could be carried out through among others supervising the implementation of strategic projects; assistance in the implementation of the audit; providing access to the necessary data and information related to the examination with due observance of the prevailing laws and regulations.

**III. CLOSING**

• Again, thank you for the C20 recommendations. We all in the same page about energy transitions. The transitions must be clean and just, will leave no one behind and make our earth better for the future.

• Civil society is a pivotal partner for Government to ensure this to happened. I wish your summit will success and produce solid support for the G20 to move forward in accelerating energy transitions.

**Thank you**

**Senior Adviser to Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources for Strategic Planning**

**Yudo Dwinanda Priaadi**